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INTRODUCTION

. ,The following games and activities have been gathered from experience with
severely multi- handicapped studentt in adapted physical eduCation classes of
the Columbus public schools,- Ohio.

.

The. instructor who works with-severely handicapped individuals. in physi-
cal education is often faced with a dilemnia,of what to .do and hoWto do'it. .

He/she is often at. a loss as't6 how to accommodate'the:students special needs
in physical education. He/shemust'searchlor.appropriate games and activities
that will give mpthationfor skill acquisition and while also providing enjoy-
ment. While it is important to retain the traditional. elements of'sport games
as much as possible,"there is &need for change from the traditional when Work-.
ing with severely impaired students.,-One is required to'change, adapt, and
invent new games and activities. _Thit departure from-the customary sport
activities,itapptOpriate.since it is'the only avenue to provide severely
handicapped Individuals with meaningful activities geared to, their level and
ability.

The provision of competitive opportunities via'games and activities for
;the severely handicapped requires adequate control and direction. These en-L.

sure equalization of competition by the instructor and hence are fun, increase
self-confidence and motivation, and permit the handicapped individual to experi-
ence competition. This is an integral part of healshy daily living.

The continual search for innovative ideas, creative imagination, experiente,
arjd Aderstanding.individual needs is an important component of learriing
art of game and activity instruction for the handicapped. As with all learning
thesains Increase with experience.

The following games and activities are geared for those students who are
litnited in_mobility and have minimal use of hands, fingers, or other body:parts.
The games and activities may be used to pro4ide physical education and recrea-
tion for the severely involved (cerebral palsied students; those with ortho-
pedic problems, those with muscular dystrophy, juvenile rheumatoid arthritis
ybuth8, etc.). The games are also appropriate. for all other students and most
may be used,Within the space of the classroom.

The games and activities are not arranged according to' Chronological age
or deyelopmental order because severely handicapped children of the same age

A maybe extremely varied in their cognitiVe and physical abilities. For organi-
zational purposes games were placed in categoriet. Some games may apply to more
than ose category.' Theref ore, the instructor selects those activities suitable!.
Or the particular student situation. Additional modification mighVbe required
by the instructor.

ORGANIZING GAMES AND ACTIVITIES

Be sure to select activities appropriate for eac individual/group so that
the level of 4iff iculty will'be challenging and s sting (avoid frustra-
tion or dull play).

r
1
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uld relate't6 the overall theme for a particular
ed physical educhtion unit.

Prepare equipm
to'permit flexibl

Attempt new ideas fo
be learned by trial. an

ce. Make sure that there are sufficient activities
some games do not work.

vities and games. %hether or not they succeed will
ror, and will enhance instructor expertise.

Vary the same activ*.to maintain, player interest and to facilitate
zation. Familiarity With the games increases student understncding, and con-

.,

:tributes to active p Acipation.
0

Always consider opt .
1"positioning" for each student during the game where

he /she is most comfortable for efficlency of skill acquisition. Use of

devices, modified equipment, moving'closer to or further from the'target,
and approaching the target from either its left or right side are all exam-
ples which could improve student Performance.

Provide short rest periods when necessary for certain individuals or slow I

down,the pace with a less physically demanding activity. Handicapped stu-

dents might become over-excited during activities, forgetting fatigue or
causing possible bodily injury.

Ensure fullest possible participation for all stud
organization of the game or activity; involve them
ing a new game or variation. Give each individual

of the activity. .

ts. .Let them help in
selecting or suggest- -

a' eling of being part

Praise accomplishments, both smark or large. Immediate reinforcement is

best. It is always important that participation in the activity is reward-

ing.

List and organize all modified games and activities which were attempted

and succeeded. Add new ones. This'will help increase the activity list,
*will aid in retrieval as needed, and Table sharing of ideas with other

teachers:

Provide games and activities which do not eliminate players or require them

to wait. One may use the point system instead of eliminating players. If

the nature of the game requires player elimination, make sure that such

elimination is. very short.

Be clear, concise, and avoid'lengthy explanations. Children learn faster

by doing. "The child thinks with the arms and legs."

AD APTATIONS OF GAMES AND ACTIVITIES'
4

The following is offered for consideration when adaptation or modification

of games and activities is required in order for the handicapped to profit from

them.

The size, length, or weight of the equipment used for the activities may be
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increased or reduced, made.shorter or longer, etc.

The size of the-playing area 'may be reduced to decrease the amount of
.

activity.

The size of the team and number of players may be reduced or increased
depending on the situation.

1 A ..

The height of the equipment may be reduced, e.g., in basketball and volley-
'ball the hoop and nets. may be lowered.

Rules of the game may, be modified or changed in order to decrease the conk- -

plexity and demand of the activity.

Additional adaptive devices may be used with the standard equipment or by
the player. These devices may improve.'body control and enhance use of the
equipment.

Boindary lines of the target or playing area may be enhanced by adding line
markers, such as cones, colored tape,, etc. This will increase visibility
and provide safety for the activity.

e-A.more able player could be paired with a-less able in such activities as
folk and square dancing where the walker might push one who is non-ambulatory.

The time to play the game may be educed.

Increase the ratio of adults to players, or of non - handicapped students who
may assist in the activities.

GAMES AND: ACTIVITIES

WALKING, RUNNING, AND WHEELING

Catch Them All

This gime is appropriate :far'all levels of'handicaps and contributes to
cardiovascular endurance and fun. .Areas-Of;play should be desighated using
traffic cones, according to number and movement ability.of students. One or
more students is "it" (catcher). At the instructor's signal, "it" tries to
catch all students playing. in the designated play area. Players who leave the
area during the game are considered out. ."It" may touch any part of the player
or wheelchair ,of player; that player is then considered "caught." t- Caught stu-
dents leave the designated area. When players have had a chance to be "it,"
the game is over. Ambulatory players, or others'who run well, might have to
hop as:they try to catch others, or they might have to hop, pushing the wheel-
chair of a student who cannot wheel himself/herself. The teacher could,record-
the time taken by each player who is "it" to catch all players, and this could
be compared for all "its." In .this game it is important to limit the Clay.
area so that "it" will quickly tag all players. This eliminates non -p rticipation
for long periods.

a
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A Corner Cage Ball

Two to four players on wheelchairs or walkers are-each in a designated

corner. 24" cage ball is placed in the center circle. At a signal, each

player attempts to control the ball' and push it toward his/her own corner.

The player wins when he/she brings the ball to the 'home" corner.

Blind Move.

Grbup or individuals are arranged in line parallel to the walk area on

one side of the .pm or field. The students should be far enough from each

other. Each student is blindfolded. A leade7 (teacher or student) gives

directions when to move. The leader might say: move forward; stop5; turn

around once; turn to the left; turn to the right; etc. The object is to see.
who could reach a designated ,corner or wall in the gym first, or be in close

proximity to it. Non-ambulatory students may be pushed by another player,

whose eyes are blindfolded. Safety should be stressed. .

Variation: 'There may be competition between two groups. Partners might

work together. The blindfolded may be given directions by a partner as.to

where to move. Also obstacles could be placed in the gym.

Variation: Young and severely handicapped players might be Placedon a
large area in the room or the gym floor covered with a number of mats attached.

together. The playing will take place only in this covered area. .

Basket-target

An empty basket or carton box turned on its side is placed on the floor,

and secured with masking tape.. Players should be standing.of sitting at

various distances from the basket
(depending on ability). The
objective is to roll a play-

The ball could be deflated If sz,
ground bail into the basket.

slightly to prevent too much

higher far a bail that ayd
VIIbouncing. Points may be

em.
in the basket than- for ball

%F
which went in and out, or just
touched it. Severely handi-
capped individuals may_roll
the ball from a plyWood ramp (12"x 48") with molding on each side. The ramp may

be placed on the player's lap or wheelchair tray. (See Figure 1.)

Individual' Moving Basketball

Figure 1.

This game is most appropriate for wheelchair players. Two groups of

wheelchair students are equally divided. A small plastic badket is attached

to each wheelchair on the back. Before the start each group is in its half

side of the designated play-area. One of the, group is given the ball. The

object is to try'to pass this ball and shoot. (See Figure 2t)
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Figure,-3.

object or knocks fr4down the player

Bounce Table Tennis

PUSHING AND PULLING

Push Ball to a Target

' On the edge of a large table (or
two attached) a funball is pushed by the
individual.to:atarget:at the other
end,of the table. The .target-Could
be a goal area such as between two ,

cups or other objects placed apart.
One to .11ree individuals may play
the game. The-winner is the one
who scores the most goals. A. .

helper may assist in ball retriev-
al. (Sde Figure 3.)

VariatiOn: bowltig:pin or
empty cup,' etc., may be placed at
the edge." The object would be to
push the ball and make it touch
the object or knock it down. For
each time the ball touches the

cores a point.

. This game could be played by one or two individuals. Half of the tennis
table is folded at a 90° angle or a regular table may be placed against the

wall. One individual may push a funball (wiffle ball)
against the folded wing of the table and try to bounce it
back and forth. Best score is the leaSt times the-ball
falls on the ground. .(Area may be: restricted on both sides'
via placing wooden boards on each side of the table.). When
two players play the game it could be played similar to, ;y
handball. Player number one bounces the ball once only. .e

The second time the ball'has to be bounceck by player number'
two, and vice versa. The winner is the player who missed
the ball the least number of times. Handsor table tennis

4. racquet may be used in this game. (See Figure 4.)

Adaptation: The table tennis racquet may be attached to the player's
hand with velcro wide stretch band or masking tape if the. student is unable
hold the racquet. The racquet Should be attached loosely in order to avoid
restricting the flow of blood.

Figure

Pendulum Bowling

t,o

Suspend a tetherball (soft one) from the ceiling, or basketball hoop, etc. :
On the floor, beneath the suspended ball, place one or more bowling pins (ai,-
cording to student ability). Position the students around the bowling pin and
Suspended ball. Student should try to push the ball or i-elease it after hold-
ing it toward the bowling pin. The object is to see which student could knock
the pin down. Teacher could give points for: number of pins.knocked dawn;
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who did it in the shortest time; number of trials allowed. (See Figure 5.)

,..

Variations: (1) Place pin in front ofar .

beside each participant. Each player guards own
pin while trying to knock down.the other player's
pin by strikLng or pushing the suspended ball.
(2) Suspend the ball to table height. The table
has bowling pins placed on the top of it-and is
played as above.

The Pull Games

A funball is tied toha heavy duty string or
thick rope (to kermit better hold of the string).
The ,unattached end of the rope is given to a
,player, with the end attached to the funball
stretched out 30' on thefloor, away from the
player. Two or more students may each be given
'a similar rope and ball tied to it. At the
teacher's signal the players are to pull it
all the 7,ay to the top of the wheelchair
tray or to their knees. The winner is the
first one to bring the funball all the way.

Variation: Objects or balls of varied
weights might be used to adapt the game for
different ability levels; different weights
and'rope lengths could be used for each individual. (See Figure 6.)

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Pull It up and Release It down

A funball is tied to 30' heavy duty strih The end with the

ball is placed through the hoop of ,the'basketba
net, gymnastic ring, or any bar of appropriate
height found in the classroom. The ball has to
be suspended as each player has hold of, the free

Players might compete to see who can raise th
end to.raise or lower the ball as they wish.

e

ball all the way up and lower it all the way
down. One player may see how much he/she
could improve over trials. (See FAsure 7.)

Variations: (1) A hook is attached to the
end of the string; the player tries to have the
hook ,in the hole 'of the funball or another ob-
ject and tries to lift it up ("fish" it out).
(2) A box or coffee can could be placed on the
floor under the bar. The player tries to
place the ball within the box or can.

Put It in the Can Figure 7.

A funball is tied to a heayy duty string or rope about 3' long. Each
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. wheelchair player is given the free end of the rope. A coffee can or sthbk
box is placed on the floor beside-the wheelchair. The player tries to place
the ball inside the coffee can.. Two or more players may compete to See whb
does it ,first.

Box Push

Two teams playing -relay games, or two ormore individuals may play the
following game. A paper box or other easily_ movable object is. placed on the
floor in front of each participant. Some distance from the wall at the -op-
posite end of the gym a traffic cone is placed; e objective is to push the
box (using a wheelchair all the way).around the,tr fic cone and returning to
the starting position. This game is well-suited fo electric wheelchaii
players. It teaches control and efficiency in Wheel g the' chair ill a
straight line and turning.

Variation: An obstacle course may be arranged wi a number of cones.
Player has to maneuver around the cons.

.

Rin Sltd

Attach a rope or heavy
duty string o a wall. Put the
rope-through plastic, wooden,
or rubber ring. -Have the play-
er move the ri from the free
end of the rope (which is being
held) to the opposite end attached
to the wall. Han. or mouth
movement may be u--d to move
the ring. Two Or ore sets of
players may compete against
each other. (See Fi ure 8.)

cooter Mat

Figure 8.

GyM scooters usual y\ are
too small to give suff ent support.to a severer orthopedically hand capped
st4dent. A mobile mat can be a large board of a cooter, usually padded.
Commercial ones are expensive, but an excellent al ernative is a mechanic's
creeper used by auto mechanics to glide under cars, which costs $7.00,to,
$20.00. The original wheels do not move fieely, bu' wheelbearing wheels could

Figure 9.



be purchased for about $.qp from Sears Stores, and could easily replace the
original ones: -The:creeper could also be padded. Thegtootei mat could be
used to increase usage of motion and reciprocal Movement of severely handi-
capped indiViduals. When a rope is tied to .a wall, a'scooter mat rider lying,
on his/her stomach could,pull himself/herself across the gym. Other students
could push a student on a scooter or could pull a scooter tied to a ropea,
(See Figure 9.)

Rope Climbing/Pulling
.

s ,

A climbing rope is suspended from the ceiling. A wheelchair-bound student
holds onto a knot in the rope or rubber rings may be attached tothe rope at
different heights: so that'he/gbe can pull himselfJhself up. ,A mat can-be

placed under the rope with the student on the ma being asked,to pull himself/
herself up to a standing position,.or, if able,''through a rocking motion.
Spotting is necessary in this activity.

INA

Rope Wheelchair

A 20' to 30' rope is secured to a wall bleacher or table stand. The
wheelchair-bound player pulls himself/herself from the end to the beginning of
the rope: Two or more students may compete to see who reaches the opposite_
end the fastest.

Variation: A more capable student could pull another wheelchair which is
tied to the rope. In this case, a student who is pulling has to lock the
wheelchair brakes. Emphasize safety rules in this game.

STRIKING WITH HANDS AND +OBJECTS

Hand Ping-pong

Two individuals are sitting across from each other at a 4arge table. A,
funball (wiffle ball), softball,'or any other ball of the same size is used.:
The students have to place their arms on the table and posh the ball or strike:,
it toward their opponent. The object '

is to push the ball and cause it to
fall at the opponent's edge of the
table. Each player tries at the same
time to keep the ball &tom falling or

'reaching his/her edge. Two wooden
boards (2'173" wide) could be placed on
the left and right edges of the table
to prevent the ball from falling off
the side of the table. Only the op-
posite ends should be left open. The
boards' distance could be adjusted to
be narrower or wider. Scoring could be

used to motivate students to improve Figure 10.

performance. (See Figure 10.)

Variations: (1) Same as above but using aztenrils racquet. (2) A. large

numb of students (3 to 12) could be placed around a tennis table or 2'to 6

.
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tables attached together: The funball is thrown on the Wle and students try
to push the ball or serike'U across the thble with the 411A.of'.the hands or
racquet. The winner is one who has the least number bf times when the ball)
falls withirfhisiher area of responaibaity (usually: 15`', to 18 ", this. could be
marked On the table with masking tape according to each student's ability).

,Bule: Nobody is permitted to catch the ball. The ball must be pushed or
struck continuously,

Balloon Activities

'10

Punchball or heavy duty balloons may be used for'the.folldwing:activities.'
'(Make sure an appropriate adjustment of suspendedsballoonheight-ln provided
according to individual ability.) HeaVy duty,balloons are available from it-Mart
Stores, Children's Palace, and'large toy-stores. These balloonSare.easy to
inflate, deflate,'and last longer than ordinary balloons.

Suspend a balloon from a ceiling .near the. wall area Mark the wall height.,
The Student.strikes the' balloon as far as he/she can, seeing how fhi- or huh"
(ag. shownon the wall) the balloon can go.

Suspend a balloOn. Strike. See If the student can make the balloon touch
the ceiling (has tote suspended from a..Ibw ceiling). .

.

Suspend a balloon /from a string The string is suspended from another
hoeiz6Mtal string. See if the student strikes:the balloon. and makes"ii
over a string or rope., Two students may play to push the balloon over.
- string from one side.to another.

Suspend the ballotik Two stUaents face each other with a sus sed balloon
between them. Students haVe to strike the"balloon to the opponent's fate
or shoulders. If it touches, then the student who achieVed the strike to. \41

the opponent'sbody gets the point.

As in aboVe, but)the student has to strike the balloon and cause it to go '

behind the opponent's head.. If it 'does, then that player gets a point.

As in above, bUt players try prevent balloon contact to'their faces.

The ballOom is suspended and two opponents face each other while the balloon
is between- them. When the teathet,calls the name of one of the piayeis,:he/
she has to strike or touch the balloon. If he/she succeeds, a 'poineis
scored.

41-Players could strike the balloon using only theirhanda.

Group Balloon Volleyball

A
Two teams of.students are arranged across from each other. Tables are

4 placed in the middle between the two teams. A,punChball is thrown in the
center. The object is(fo'strike-the,balloOn beyond theA3therteam. The
bath:ion has to go beyond the opposite.team at:.a'level of the up-stretched
hands of the opponents. The team which succeeds in striking theballOon
beyond the oppptent's team gets a point. :Make sure to arrange dig wheelchair

12
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student who is less capable in front and the more able, standing student be-

hind. .(See Figure 11,)

Variations: (1) Astgabove, removing

the tables. This is' a more demanding
activity.' (2) Team receives,points only
when the opponents team lets the ball
fall on the floor. (3) A string or a
badminton net-may-be placed in the
center .between the two teams at a low
'height eppvPriate for wheelchair
players, etc.

Balloon Fight

A heavy duty balloon (punch ball
available at all i''-/,fart's, Woolco's,
Children's. Palace, and other toy stores)' is used. Two players are sitting in

wheelchairs or;standing facing each other. The .balloon

is placed between their foreheads and faces. At
the given signal, both players try to push the balloon
toward the opponent without the use of hands. The
winner is the player who-Caused the ballon to go into
hialher opponent's territory (when theballoon falls
behind the opponent or at his/her side of shoulders,

etc.,). The point system could be used as a motiva-

tional deivice: This game is apPropriate for those
individuals with no upper limbs. (See Figure 12.)

Api
Variation: Have partners play against each other

toSee which pair can hold the balloon, the longest between the forehead and
face.: See if they could move, sit,'or turn while still holding the balloon.

Figure 11.

Figure 12.

Floor .Shuffleboard,

'
gach.player holdS a shuffleboard,stick or

similar.plasitc tObe, aluminum pipe, etc; A'

Zisc..isplaced in.,front of each participant.

Aobject; iSo push disc into num-
ered'triangle sections on the floor. Points

may accumulate to determine the Winner. Stu-

dents could be placed'atyarying distances
from the triangle, according to ability:
(See Figure 13.)

Players shuffle the disc for distance. A light object such

as, a plastic cOffee.Can4id.could be substituted for the heavier disc.

Figure 13.

yy

Tracking Object Target

SuSpend twO'light tennis balls etc.,_ from a ceiling to away from
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each other. Let students try to strike one ball and
make it touch the other ball. One may/increase the
.distance between'the two balls to provide a more
challenging activity. (See Figure 14.)

Rope Bowling

A 20' rope is tied to the wall, table; or fixed
Object. The player hOlds on (with hands or mouth) to
the free edge at the opposite direction. Two Or six
bowling pins are placed on the floor,in a row under
the rope. The object is to swing the rope from side
to side or up and down and knock down the boWling pins.

Two player6 could play the gamp and com-
pete with speed. (See Figure15.)

Figure 15.

one hole to another according to
have moved the ball through all
be added for challenge.

Miniature Golf

A wooden box may be made with support-
ing 1" boards around the bottom. Holes
could be made in any fashion to fit the
size of a golf ball. Holes could be num-
bered according to difficulty, or in order.
The player might use a light shuffleboard

-, stick or plastic tube to push the ball from
the number. Players finish the game when they
stations. Some shaip'or uneven surfaces could

Variation: This game could be played on'the floor or on a table top,
depending on the size of the box. Also, a student -might use -the mouth to hold
the stick and play in this way.

4iine Softball '

Two groups of students line up fading each other about 20''apart. ,Wheel-
chair bound and walker players could be equally distributed on each team. The

'first team starts in order of player striking a funball (wiffle ball) fromrthe
top of a tall traffic cone or batting tee. The object is for the,player to
strike the ball across the opposite team who simultaneously tries to block it.
Each time the ball'crosses the line where the group stands, the team striking
it gets a point. This continues Until all players in each team have a turn.
The,winner is the team with the most points.

Adaptation: Varied weights, thicknesses, and lengths of softball bats
could be used.

THROWINGAND CATCHING

.Target Throwing or Pushing

Every wheelchair player is given a beanbag. The object is to push the
beanbag from the top ok ihe wheelchair tray or throw it into a coffee can,

14
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box, or any container placed close to the whee?,,O,fir of each student. the

distance that the container is placed from the wheelchair is dependent on

each student's ability.

variations: (1) Student may be given unlimited time to thrbw or push

the beanbag. More capable students might have to try to get the beanbag into

the container at the same time starting with the teacher's command "Go."

(2) One big box could be placed in the center and the students could be

placed at varying distances from it. (3) How far can the student throw the

,beanbag?

Circle Ball Passing

Form a circle of four or more wheelchair or walker-bound students., Stu-

dents pass the ball around in any direction. At the teacher command of s'

"change," the student passes the ball in opposite directions of the circld,:,

The teacher should emphasize how to accurately pass the ball and how the s'eu-

dent should approach the ball. Students with the use of only one arm can A.

secure the ball to the lap or body. A more able student may help a less able

one by reaching to him/her with the ball.

Variation: For young elementary students, the ball may be passed whip

singing: "The wonder ball goes 'round and 'round, To pass it quickly you ;are

bound. And if you're the one to hold it last, Then the game for you is Y,

past ... and you are out!" When the song ends the person holding the ball

will receive a "bad" point (in lieu of being eliminated from the game).

Fake Ball

The students are circle formation. The teacher stands in the center

of the circle and passes the ball precisely to players at chest level in;random

order. The object is to remain still without moving the hands as the teacher

attempts to confuse the players by faking or pretending to pass the ball, to

the player but actually not doing so. The player who gets confused receives

one "bad" point. The player to whom the ball was actually passed,ibut who

failed to.catch it, receives one "bad" point for 3 misses. This game is fun to

play and requires some practice and repetition for the players to be successful.

It requires catching skills, attention, and concentration. The teachei might

ask one of the students remaining last to direct or lead the next game :as an

award for winning the previous games. For.the less able, or wheelchairs -bound

player the teacher could throw the ball right into his/her-lap so that the

student could press downward, securing it with the hand/s. Avoid thrbwing at

face level as this might frighten the player.,

.Line Frisbee

Players are arranged in two teams facing each other. Each temn'receives

1 or 2 frisbees, depending on ability (best when each student has one). At

the teacher's signal, the object is to see which team can throw the frisbee

beyond the opposite team.without being stopped by the opposing teathiyho tries

to block the frisbee. A point is awarded to the team succeeding in throwing

the frisbee beyond the opposing team. In this game wheelchair-bound players

should be placed in front, with players in walkers behind,them. This game is

most appropriate as part of a frisbee unit.

.,, ki
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.Ring Toss

Wheelchair-bound students may need some
adaptation for a ring toss game, i.e., placing
them closer to the target, or placing a long
hollow tube on the ring stand. This extends
the length and height of the ring stand and
makes it attainable to the severely handi-
capped. (See Figure 16.)

A group of players get in a line formation with cardboard boxes or con-
tainers placed in front of each player, at approximirtely 10' distance depending
on ability. Each player attempts to toss a frisbee into the box. Players
receive a point for each successful attempt. Indian clubs could be substituted
for frisbees. A hula hoop may be placed on a mat and the student could throw
the frisbee or Indian club into the 'hula hoop,

Variation:. On a wall area marked with masking tape squares, arrange stu-Av.
dents in line. Have each student throw at least 5 successive trials. The ob-
ject is,fto throw the frisbee on the square on the wall at a height of 4 feet.

Volleyball Frisbee

Two teams are placed on either side of a 4' to 6' high net. Each player
on each team is, given one frisbee. Team one starts first. Each player on the
team tries to throw the frisbee over the.net in order. When the last player
finishes throwing his/her frisbee, the teacher counts the total number of fris-
bees thrown over the net. The same is repeated for the second team. Points
are given according to the number of frisbees crossing over the net. The
winner is the team with the most points. Try to vary the distance from the
net according to ability.

1
Variation: Light balloons could be used or light balls, beanbags, bal-

loons, etc. This activity is good for teaching throwing, arm extension, etc.

KICKING

Cage Ball Soccer

Two teams face each other in the gym. Each team has half of the gym.
(With a smaller group and with severely handicapped players, a smaller section
of the gym might be used.) A 24" cage ball is placed in the center. At the
given signal, the object is to see which team can push the ball and make it
touch the opponent's wall area at the end of the field. Any time the ball
touches the wall, the opposing team receives a.point. This game inv4ves
vigorous movement, which develops teamwork and cardiovascular endurance. To
assure success the following rules/modifications are needed: (1) Ball must be
24" or larger if any, players are wheelchaix-bound. (2) Groups should be given
color identification (use pinnies)., (3) State appropriate safety rules. (4).A
non-ambulatory player may be pushed by an ambulatory player, provided the push-
er,never removes the hand from the wheelchair. (5) No lifting of the ball is
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.

permitted., Only pushing with the hands, legs, or any part of the chair is .

permitted. (6) Encourage students to sp ead:out in the field to avoid overi-

ctowding. (Rules may be created:) Wh overcrowding occurs or the ball is

being trapped, stop thegame and ask.pl yers. to spread out. Enter the ball

again.

Cage'Ball Floor Soccer

Place a large number of gym, mats together on the floor to cover a large

area. Place traffic
cones in each corner
of the mat area, and
on the center of each
side demarcating the
middle line. Arrange
two teams, placing
each team on a half.
Ambulatory and wheel-
chair-bound players
should be lying on
the floor facing the
other team on their
stomachs or any other
comfortable position. More severely handicapped, students Sig!lid be placed in

front, close to the centerline. A 24" cage ball is placed ia%the center. The

object is to push the ball (using hands or head) toward the other team's goal-

line. (See Figure 17.)

Variation: A player on an electrillipheelchair may serve as a goalie at

the end of the playing area outside of the mat. He/she can move horizontally,

forward, and backward to stop the ball.

Figure 17.

Knock the Bowling Pins

Arrange 6 to:10 bowling pins in a straight row'for each player. Have

players run or wheel from the starting line to a row of bowling pins, and

attempt to kick or knock them down7,as soon f

as possible. This activity is appropriate g
for the wheelchair-bound, and.is.particu- tork
larly helpful for those students on IL*

crutches, and those with limited balance TItik, ,1!

and body' coordination. Bowling pins may

be placed at fixed distances. Individual
. .0:74"..0:1 b 8 a

future performances. (See Figure 18,)
times could be recorded and compared with

f 1 8 88'88
RoLimp

Figure 18.

Line Roll Ball

Players on wheelchairs or walkers stand at varied distances from a line

marked on the floor, approximately 2' to 5' away from the wall area. The ob-

jective is to roll the ball from distance with the ball stopping or bouncing
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from the wallas closeT possible to the line on the floor, or on the line
itself. Players- are to be plated at vary-
ing distances according to their ability. The
player whose ball stops ,closest to the
line receives a point. (See Figure 19.)

Variation: At a longer distance
roll the ball to the wall. The closer to
the wall the better:

Figure 19.

Line Bowling

Players are arranged in two groups
;lacing each other from a dittance of,
approximate* 8'. Three to four feet in

back of each-team, a line of bowling pins is placed. (Plastic or wooden pins
might be appropriate.) Each player'gets a ball, or each player shares two to
three balls, depending on ability.

at
objective is for each team'to knock

down the opponent's bowling pins at a given signal using the balls. The team
to first knock down all of their opponentls pins-is the.Winner.

Have one team start. first, then count their points. Reset
the pins for the other team and compare the number of points between the-itwo
teams.

EXERCISES/ACTIVITIES ON FLOOP.MATS

Floor and Mat Activities

Thefollowing-activities are best for those.who have limited mobility,
and who would benefit from a change in the routine of sitting constantly in a
wheelchair. Activities Are performed on a mat,"and could be part of .a well-
balanced exercise program. Caution is needed, particularly in cases of certain
conditions and specific types of cerebral palsy where activities might be
contraindicated. Ake activities could'be used individually, or with two or
more participants on a competitive basis.

Student lies supine, must turn quickly onto stomach, and then opposite.

Student, lies supine, lifts the head and neck to count of , then turns
the had from side to side

As above, in a prone position.

Student tries to sit up independently.

Student tries to stand independently or with support.

Raise leg -to count of (from prone or' supine position).

Bend, then extend knees.

Crawl on flOor or move body around (for a distance, or to reach a target).

18
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Touch each different body part (knees, legs, with left, right, etc.).

Body Bowling

A player with limited mobility or
who is non-ambulatory is placed, on 'the

mat on the floor. Place 6 to 12 bowl-
ing pins around the player on all .

sides. Pins should be placed far
enough from the student to elicit ef-
fort from him/her. The object is to
knock all pins down using any part of
the body. Two players or more may be Figure 20.
placed. at the above position, com-
peting against each other to see who can knock the pins down the fastest. (See

Figure 20.),
,

Grab the Ball

Have a groupts.of students-of approximately the same ability level lying
prone'on a floor mat in a circle formation with a ball in the center. The

object is to grab the ball or, any other object as quickly as possible upon
' the teacher's signal.' The teacher may place the student at different distances
from the ball or object, according to individual ability.

Variation: Students may lie in a line formation and do the same as above.

Place ItAround

Have the student lie on the floor mat at its edge,' with a traffiC cone placed

at each end of the mat. Each stUdent'is:
given a hula hoop or small ring. The ob7
ject is to see which'. student could crawl
or kneel and place the hula hoop (ring)
around the cone on the teacher's sigdal.
They can also retrieve andlgo,back to
the starting point. (See Figure 21.)

Weight-lifting--Poli Figure 21.

Windshield washer plastic bottles, or bleach bot-
tles could be filled with sand. They should be varied
in weight and sprayed with color to be more: attractive.
One end of the plastic bottle should be tied to a rope.
Two plastic bottles should then be placed over a bar or
basketball hoop, etc., so they hang down.. A
should be tied at the other end. of the rope. Thisin-
novative equipmgnt could be used for tuning weights.:
Amount of weight cold be marked on the bottles. The
above also could be permanently.seCured on two large
rings, hooks, or two tracks attached to a

area. These pullies allow weight-pulling for-
wheelchair-bound or those o, a floor mat, which always
could be adjusted for best fit. (See Figure 22.)

Figure 22.
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A long table is used for 'this game.

Figure 23.

be needed in ball retrieval.

Table Shuffleboard

One end of the table has to be raised
approximately 1/2" by putting a
book or other object under the two
legs of the table. At the opposite
end place 1 to 4 bowling pins (de-
pending on table width and student
ability). 'Provide student(s) with a
heavy softball which Ls to only be
released'going toward the bowling
pins and knocking them down. Each
student may acquire points for each
pin he/she knocks down at each
attempt where he/she releases the
ball. (Allow only releasing, not
pushing of the ball.) Helper may

(See Figure 23.)

On a table surface, place a cloth or plastic which has a triangle with
colors and numbers drawn on it. Students
could be seated around the table. On the
student's turn place the shuffleboard cloth
in front of him/her at a distance according
to ability. Give each student small wooden
blocks, round'checkeis, or use marble for
those players with extremely limited finger
'movement. Ask the student to flip with the
finger or push the object onto the shuffle
cloth. Each student has 4 to 5 trials,
with points received per trial recorded for
comparison. (See Figure 24.)Figure 24.

Variation: Student may use a long stick
to push the object or a communication board pointer elongated for the purpose. A
triangle could also be drawn on a tennis table with yellow chalk or with masking
tape,. provided students are not restricted in movement.

Blowing Games

(1) Ping pong or regular classroom tablet could be used. Wooden boards,
2" wide, could be placed on either side of the table, leaVing only the ends
free. Two players, one on each side, blo4 a ping-pong ball to the opposite
side. Players receive a point when the ball falls in the opponent's end.

rt(2) Two or more players are seated at one e of the table. Atthe opposite
end two paper cups are placed (the bottom on is upside down, and on top of
that, one is placed right side up). The.object is for the players to blow
the top cup off the bottom one, receiving a point if he/she succeeds'in
doing so. 4
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The Winning Edge

This is a table game where all stud9ts are at one end of each long table
(or attached ones). Each student is given'a bean bag. The object is to throw
the bean bag to the end of the table as close as 'possible to.the edge without
letting it fall off. The player whose bean bag is closest to the table's end
receives a point.

Variation: As above using checker in lieu of bean bag. In this case the
player may flick his/her finger to push the object to the table's end. For
those with limited finger movements a round object, such as a ping-pong ball
or marble may be used instead of a checker.

WHEELCHAIR DRILLS

Wheelchair drills are activities provided for regular or electric wheel-
chairs. Drills could be executed by individuals, pairs, or a group. The larger
the group of wheelchair students`, the more the activities that can be performed.,
The drills are very similar to those done by marching bands. These drills are
helpful to the handicapped since they teach movement efficiency and wheelchair
operation facility, build cardiOvascular muscle strength, teach organization,

.ttrengthen listening skills, build sensitivity to rhythm, and prepare the stu-
dent for wheelchair folk and square dancing. Wheelchair drills with large
groups could be used for demonstration at a school assembly or other.events.
Mutic in the background could be used in the drills.

Wheel in a straight line to the end of the gym and back.

Wheel in a circle in one direction then the other.

Turn around in a very sharp turn in a designated circle.

Wheel with a group at the. same speed in a rowi line, or circle.

Wheel forward, inside the circle.

Wheel backward, outside the circle

Wheel at moderabe speed; stopping immediately on signal.

Wheel in a zigzag fashion between cones in a circle, curve, or straight line
arrangement.

Two teams face each other., then move forward to-meet each other and move
backward away from each other.

One team nay stand still in a line while leavingNufficient space for the
other team to wheel in between then..

One can come up with many possible variations borrowed from folk and
square dancing. Cones could mark the drill area. Adaptation could include an
ambulatory student pushing a nor- ambulatory player.

2,1



AQUATIC GAMES AND ACTIVITIES

Wall Relay

This game could be Flayed by two individuals or two teams co4leting
against each other. The objective of the game is to move along the side of the

pool from the starting:posi-
tion at one end of the pool
to the other, and return to
the starting line: The stu-
dent should hold on to the
side of the pool with one
band and move in this fash
ion as rapidly as possible.
An individual having diffi=
culty holding and' swimming.
in.a side position could be

Figure 25. instructed to hold hands
while in a position facing

the side of the pool as he/she moves along. This could be done on the back:or
in a prone position. (See Figure 25.)

144.,
6tc4.4.itttektiALittA4k.

Adaptation: A line across the swimming pool could serve the same purpose
as the wall.

Yellow Submarine

This is a chasing game wherein a player is safe if his/her face is sub-
merged in the water. A group of players are scattered in a predeterMined area.
The size is according to ability and number of students. 0nel:slayer is desig-

nated as "it." At the signal!".it" attempts to catch any of the players. The
player is safe only if his/her face is submerged in the water and he/she is
floating, while one of his /her hands -is lifted above the water as a submarine.
Players who are caught by "it" become'the new "it."

Variations and Adaptations: One player, if able, is asked to catch all
players in the pool before he/she is no longer."it" two or more players could
be "it" simultaneously with severely handicapped p yers. Players who are
severely handicapped may use floating devices to h p stabilize the body in
water.

Breath-bolding.

The teacher gives the signal for players to submerge the head in the water
and start the count for as long as they can hold:' Who can last the longest in
the group? Askeach player to remember to what count he/she held his/her
breath. These are to be comparedwith additional trials in order to gauge
_improvement.

Whirlpool

The group forms a large circle in chest level water in the center of the
pool. The group then starts walking in the same direction, holding hands,

. 10-
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maintaining the circle.
imovementdreates a rip-
ple of water and the'
current is built-up.
When the current is 1.

built uti,.ask some of
the players to float on
their backs as the rest
of the group keeps
moving. Continue the
same until all students
have had a few trials.
,(See Figure 26.)

GrAdually/movem A is increased by running. This

Figure 26.

1

Variations and Adaptation: At the end it is possible to ask all players

to float as they continue holding hands. A severely handicapped student may

need some of the adult support. Care must be taken that paraplegic individuals

will not drag their feet on the floor pottom, injuring themselves. A floating

device such as a tire tube might' give them some support.

Object Retrieval

Different kinds of objects of varied textures, sizes, shapes, and color

could be placed in the pool and the swimmers would have to pick them_up from

the bottom.

Fill a Bucket

Buckets are given to each swimmer. They are placed outside the pool at

the edge. Each player is given a large sponge, and at the signal submerges

the sponge into the water and then squeezes the water into the bucket. Who

can do this the fastest? This game is an excellent way to orient young
children,to the water, and increase.finger grasp and strength.

Walking Race

All students are lined up against one wall in shallow water, up to chest

level (dependent on ability). At the starting signalehe students,try to walk

to the other end of the pool as soon as possible. Wtio is the winner?

Adaptation: Handicapped attidehts may use a floating device to give better

support, or could be placed cote to the wall where they could move along it.

Water Valley

Two groups are arranged on oppOSite sides of the pool. the center of

the pool, a nine line or imaginary marking is placed designating the halves..

Each group is given a number of objets (5 or more) such as balls, hoops,

sponges, swimming boards, plastic rings, etc. At the teac a 's signal each

group tries to throw all'the objects in its half to h opponent's half. Teams

stop playing at the second signal and the teacher counts the'number of objects

on each half for each team. The team having the least objects left on its side'

is awarded a point.

23
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I
Under or above the Hoop.

StUdent$ are arranged in a line thong the-side of t e pool. In ront of
eachstudenta hoop is placed ct:t distandes according to he player's bility.
At.the teacher's signal each student gee's in the hoop by diving under it, or
diving into the hoop framjighve and then out of the hoop

.

\

Variation: For increased challenge a number of hoopS may be placed in
front of the more capable swimmers. They could beaskei to dive under and
through two hoops or more in sequence (one after the other).

24
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PURPOSgS OF THE AMEICAN ALLIANCE
FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL ED NATION,

RECREATION AND DAN'
a.

: L.

The American Alliance is an educational: organizatpn,. structured
-'i

for theyurposes of supporting, encouraging, and Providing.
assistance to member groups and" heir personnel, throughout tIle,
,nation as they seek to initiate, develop, and Conduct programs
in .health, leisure, and movement - related activities for the ..,:

enrichment of human life. .

,

Alliance objectives include:
e

,

ik

1. Professional gro th and development--to support, encourage,
and provide guidanc in the development and conduct of programs
in health, leisui!e, and movement-related activities Which are
based on the needs, interests, and inherent capacities of the4

. individual in today's society. . .

, 2., Communication--to fiacilj.tate public and professional under-
standing and appreciation .of the importance and value of health,,
leisure, and movement-related activities as they contribute
towa d human well-being.

3. Research--to encourage and facilitate research which will
enrich the depth and scope of health,.leisure, and movgment-
related activities; and tp disseminate.the findings to.the.pro-
lession-and other interested and concerned publics.

4, Standards and guidelines--to further, the continuous develop-
ment and. evaluation of-standards within the profession for per-
sonnel and programs in health, leisUre, and movement-related

activities.
4"*.

5. Public affairs--to coordinate and 'administer a planned
program of professional, public, and governmental relationsthat,
will improVe education in areas of health, leisure, and movement-
related activities.

6.- To conduct such other activities as shall be approved by the
Board of Govenors and the Alliance Assembly, provided thatthe
AlApnce.shallnotengagein any, activity which would bejncon-
siSant with the status of an educational and charitable organi-
zation as:defined in Section.501(c) (3) of the Intrnal Revenue
.Code of 1954 or any successor provision thereto, and none of the':
said purposes shad at any time be deeted or construed tobe
purposes other thaiithe public benefit purpoSes and objectives
consistent, with such educational and Charitable-status.:

Bylaws, Article III



An outstanding series of publications providing how-to-da.it infor-
mation about physical edUcation, recreation ,:sports and related ac-
tivity areas involving impaired, disabled, and handicapped persons.

The following issues in the !Practical Pointers" series are now available:
. .

Volume I

Developmental Purposes of commercial
Games (Ill (245-26090).52:25
Circuit arid Station Activity Approaches (I
(245-26128) $2.25
Rirvtluitic Activities for Children (13)
(245-26139) $2.25
°tab,' Dramatics (841 (245-26132)42.25
Adapted Equipment foi Physical Activities
(1151(24526134) $2.15
Individualized Education Programs (ON
(245-26136) $2.25

V,0111111e lk.

, .

Individuallducntion Progi-ame Methods of
. Individualizing Physical Education UM

2) (245-26156) $2.25 . .

Mainstreaming the Pby,icallyHàndkipped
Student for Team Sport! (18) (245-26158)
$2.25 .

Irtdidchsal Education Programs: Assessment
and Evaluaticin in Physiiii Education (i9)
(245-26160) $2.25

Tips on Mainsbearninv Do's and Don'ts M
Action Programs (110) (245-26240) $2.25
Rope Activities' for Fun, Fitness, & Fonics
(111) (245-26242) $2.25
Making and Using Ptappeb (112) (245-26244)
$2.25' -

Teacher-Made Adapted Devices or Archery,,
B adminton, and Table' Tennis (113)
(245-26380)
Homemade Teaching Devices (114) "

(245-26336) $2.25

The Ameniment!tpcessin Recreation with ,

Severely and Profpundly.Relluded Pepula-
dons (#1) (245;26364) $2.25
Inexpensive Arb and .Crafts for Everyone (821
(245-26366) $2.25
Recreation progirknositing Hierarchy with
Severely,and Profoundly Retarded Popula-
dons (83)(245-26424) $2.25

organizing,Maydays and large Group Ac-
.' tivides (245-26426) 505 '

Innovatiim Perceptual Motor'Aitivities (85)
. . .

1245-26428) $2.2s
Weight Tribal for Wheelchair Sporb(116)
(245-26454) $1.25
Principlei and Practices for Championship
Performances in Wheelchair Track,EYenb (87)
(245-26504) 3225

Desk and Chair Activities for run and Fitness
(18) (245-26506). $2.25 . .
:Dice foi Stodenti With Orthopedic Condi-
tions.1-- PopulanStmairefolk/Modentillailet ,
(19) (245-265Q8) $2.25.
Sport Adaptatiiins for Unilateral and
Bilateral Upperihnh Arnputees (110)

'. (245-20510) $2.25

Volume

Adaptive Devices for Aquatic Activfties(11)
1245-26630) $2.25
Independent Swimming for Children with .
Severe Physical Impairment (12)1245-26632i

...$2.25
'InnovadvePerceilnki-Motor lAddritiesi
granneink Teduskute's that Worir(11) ."

45.26684). $2.25
Trampoline Activities for Multiple tlaridkap-;
ped Individuals (841(245-26686) $2.25

VolUme IV °

Leisure Counseling and Drug,aildiction (85)
(245-26688) $2.25
Fifty Positive Vigor EierCisei(116)(245-26690)

-1, $2.25
'41Principlex and Practices for Chanykinship

. , Performance in 14!bee4chair Field Everts (ri)
... (245-26692) $2,2$ . ' .

, Innovative Develottutental nqi.v164!!i*
for Early Childhood and Special Education
Sturrenb (18)(245-26694) $2.25

Movensent OiscoyerY: Unidag.the Impossible .
in the Possible (#9) (1026720) $2.25
Motor Development Relays (110) (245-26736)
$2.25
Implications of Section 504 of the Rehabilfta: ,

don Act 'as -Related to Phisical Education le-
Maw*" Pervonnel !Mandl" lidkruals.
'and Interscholastic'Intercollegbite Sport pro- .

PAW ,(111) (245-267381 $2.25
Indhridualized.Leisure Programs for Dbabled

Persons 4112) (245-26740) S2.25, . -

.

Outdoor and Adventure Pregianin COns.
. : *renting Individual Education Programs.

and Tritatntent Plan Obiectives Uhl,
(245-26848) $2.25
llserapertic Recreation Service in Psychiatry:
Elements of Communication and As...Intent
1112)1245:26850) $2.25

'Adipthm Miriade .Circed.Training kw Special

11°1,10°'" (13) P45-260.52),S2.25
,

Orianfting,and Implemendsig Sex Education
"Programs for Stodenb with Handicapping

(14) (245-26854) $2.25
Making OtitdOor Play Areas Usable for-All
Children' (15)(245-26856) $2.25
The Story of Sisecial Olympics Basketball
TeanS(16).(2457261558):52125 .

Eitervbe for 'Retirees. (112). (245-26*) $2.25
klevententAxploratioti aintledmique for.
,TeaChing'Pre4misinsing 514n:to shoe* with.
oe've)O0iimivitial Delays(118) (245-26862) $2.25.

Organization, StrateVes Indlvidnalizing a, .

direction for Mimic:al. Education 09). . 7- :.

(24-26864) ,

Movetent Education for Able Bodied
Disabled Studenti in Regular & Special Set-
tiny (110) (245-26866) $2.25
The PensionereProvans' front Sweden (tit)
Q45-26868) $2.25 .,
ingiinetid Physical Activides.witir sicycie

forAble.liodiectimaiDisibled
sans (1/12) (245-26870) S225 ,

Volume V
- .

flask Cenz4,44 fin Tbernisentic Recreation:
Profemiesals in Residential Care for Di.-
barbed Chikkasnith Pathological Distortions
of lady Image (11) (245-26996) $2.25
Basic Coacepb for Therapeutic Recreation
Professionals in Residential Care of Disturbed
Chalks= Behavior Disorders and Pro's*
using Concerts Agvedve, Regressive and
DependeM Chikken (/2) (245-26998) $2.25

)357 COPY AVAUBLE

Physical Activities. for Children nith 5every
MnItiple Impairmenb (13). (245-27000) $2.25
Aerobk Fitness for the $exe*ZIT and Pro.
foundly Mentally Retarded (84) (245-27002)
$2.25

For prie and orderlinformationi:
,-AAHPERD Publication Sales

1900 AssnCiation Drive
Reston, VA 22091

(703) 476-3481

1401e'sioderste4y Retarded
(1$) (245-27004) $2.25 . -

Program Guide In TM m Soccer for the Men-
tally Handicapped :(a6) (245-27006) $2.25
Teacher Trainh*thysicatEducation for the

-Handicapped (87) (245-27008) $2.25
Motor Skill Evaluation: Theory and Practice
(#8) (245-27010) $2.25
Wheelchair Basketbalk Individual Skilb and

.Dulls (19) (27012) $2.25
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